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“Ordina contributes
to the digital
transformation
of Blokker”

Dutch firm Blokker boosts
commercial effectiveness
with new e-commerce
platform
Armed with its brand new e-commerce
platform, Blokker is ready for the future. The
retail chain with some 400 stores right across
the Netherlands has deliberately chosen a
strategy in which its physical stores and its
digital platform complement each other. Blokker
called on Ordina to help build the platform.
Online visibility
According to John de Keuning and
Martin van Velzen, IT director and
Marketing & E-commerce director
at Blokker, physical retail has been
under pressure for years due to online
competition. “Retail organisations also
have to be visible online. If your brand
does not have an online presence, you
have no right to exist. This is why we

opted for an omnichannel strategy
several years ago, bringing the physical
and online worlds much closer together.
We were seriously behind on the online
front, not just in terms of our website,
but also on the e-commerce front.
With the new platform, in combination
with a CRM system and a new loyalty
programme, we have laid a solid
foundation, so now we can build the

house, so to speak. That will help
us set the example of a successful
omnichannel retailer”, says Martin van
Velzen.

Digital transformation
The new platform, in combination with
omnichannel idea, is part of the digital
transformation Blokker is currently
undergoing. The company took the
first steps in this direction a couple of
years ago. John de Keuning: “If you
want your digital transformation to
be successful, first you have to make
sure your information landscape is in
good shape. Until recently, Blokker still
had numerous legacy systems that
were not linked to each other. On top
of that, processes were not sufficiently

aligned with each other. The necessary
expertise was not sufficiently
embedded in the organisation and our
data wasn’t unequivocal. Specifically
for the customer-facing digitalisation,
we made sure that the landscape
was in good order and we created a
framework we can use to change the
organisation. We were also able to
offer our people digital solutions, so
they can work more effectively. We’ve
since made major progress on that
front.”

Ordina’s Digital commerce team
For the construction of the new
platform and the implementation of
the Salesforce CRM system, Blokker
brought in an Ordina digital commerce-

team with lots of experience with this
kind of project. John de Keuning: “The
aim was to renew the current website,
and then refine and optimise the site,
so we could move along quickly. The
most complex part of the operation
was the integration with the rest of the
landscape. At the same time, we also
had to implement a new ERP system
and a loyalty programme. Ideally, you
would execute these kinds of projects
one after the other, but we simply didn’t
have the time for that. So it got pretty
hectic at times, and this led to problems
during the development of the platform.
At a given moment, we were both
finding it difficult to maintain control of
the project, simply because everything
was happening at once, and we were
not sure whether we’d be able to have
the website ready on time. It was a
steep learning curve for us all. Thanks
to tighter planning and clear process
agreements on the agile approach
we were using, we managed to get
everything back on schedule. The agile
approach can work really well, but the
line between agile and chaos is a very
thin one.”

Collaborating in teams
Martin and John are very enthusiastic
about the collaboration between
Blokker and the Ordina team. Martin
van Velzen: “I’m really impressed. I
could feel that everyone in the team
was really engaged in the project.
People worked long days without
a word of complaint and were all

looking to achieve the best result.
I really admire that spirit, and it
definitely contributed to the success
of the project. There was and still is
enormous personal engagement.”
John de Keuning says that you need a
certain level of collaboration to achieve
a good result. “And that collaboration
was the most important aspect in this
project. With every contract you enter,
you only find out how well you’ll work
together when problems arise. We did
encounter some problems, in terms of
both planning and costs. I think that
both parties saw the collaboration as a
partnership, and that paid off. We now
have a platform that is not only future
proof, but is also more cost efficient.”

Major ambitions
Blokker may have its new platform up
and running, but that does not mean
that the project is finished. Martin
van Velzen: “On the contrary. We
have major ambitions and we plan to
continue to develop the website and
unlock all kinds of digital options that
we simply haven’t had time to work on
so far. If it’s up to me, the website will
look completely different a year from
now, certainly in terms of its look and
feel, but also in terms of the customer
journey. We will continue to develop
the website. And when we have the
data we need, we can also use that to
improve the website. Plus, we have to
move ahead on our loyalty programme,
because that also needs to be fleshed
out. In short, this is just the start.”

ProRail

“Ordina
responsible for
acceleration,
development and
management”

ProRail works smarter with
data infra projects thanks to
digital planning tool
Dutch rail operator ProRail is responsible for
the maintenance, renewal, expansion and
safety of the Dutch railway network. ProRail
uses countless applications for his work,
including Plandix, an application that Ordina is
developing and managing in Mendix.
Product owner Cliff Bos says that rail
transport involves a lot more than
you might think when you step onto
a train. Cliff works for RIGD-LOXIA, a
partnership between ProRail (RIGD)
and the engineering firms Movares
and Arcadis (LOXIA). They are involved
in every single infrastructure and
IT-related change on the rail network.
RIGD-LOXIA is responsible for the
management and engineering of
infra configuration data for train

security and train management. This
configuration data also forms the
basis for applications used to plan rail
capacity for the future, both for the
daily transport of travellers and the
maintenance of freight transport.
Plandix is the application plan
coordinators use to plan and direct the
exchange of drawing, configuration
and data sets. The main Plandix data
clients within ProRail are capacity

management and traffic control. Plandix
has more than 100 active spread across
various disciplines and companies. In
addition to planners, this includes rail
system engineers, project coordinators,
project leaders, building managers, team
leaders and engineers.

Ordina high performance team
ProRail has been using the Plandix
application since 2014. In 2019,
RIGD-LOXIA commissioned an Ordina
multidisciplinary high performance
team to take on responsibility for the
continuous optimisation, development
and management of the application. This
high performance team includes people
with a variety of roles, such as a Mendix
consultant, a Mendix architect, a scrum
master, a tester and a BI consultant. All of
these team members can take on several

roles and always complement each other.
In addition, the team can fall back on the
know-how and expertise within Ordina and
gets support from Ordina when necessary.

Taking application to a higher level
The Ordina high performance team
works intensively with ProRail to improve
the continuous development of the
application. The team does this on the
basis of a roadmap with a management
and development plan. Cliff Bos: “Since
Ordina came on board we have been able
to really take the application to a higher
level. The team first looked at the quality
of the application and focused on a
number of quick wins. They also optimised
the code, which led to a significant
improvement in the performance of
the application. We’ve also upped the
development speed, which in turn has

helped us to improve the predictability
of when we can deliver something.
The application now delivers on time,
which has improved its image within
the organisation. We’re recording really
good results. And that is reflected in the
assessment of the application. We assess
all applications every month and each one
is given a score between -2 and +2. Over
the past few months, Plandix has regularly
received a score of 1.4 or 1.5, which is
extremely high. The team is currently
spending 20% of its time on management
and the remaining 80% on development.
By making flows more logical and cutting
out any redundancies, we expect to spend
less time on management in the future, so
we can spend even more time on development.”

Brainstorming on transformation
from a business perspective
ProRail has since asked Ordina to take a
look at the architecture of Plandix and to
come up with a vision and strategy on how
best to use the application in the future
and how to add more business value.
What needs to be done on the architecture
and business fronts? How can we make
the team even more professional? What
sources do we need to connect to, and
what sources should we avoid? Monique
de Wit, RIGD-LOXIA Development IT
Manager at ProRail, says it is valuable that
Ordina, with its know-how and expertise
in Mendix, thinks like a partner and looks
at how we can improve the functionality
and efficiency of the application, so it can
serve the business. “As an organisation,
we have various business goals and at the
same time we’re in the midst of a digital

transformation, with data becoming
more and more important. How does
the planning of projects fit into that?
And what role can Plandix play in those
plans?” Monique de Wit expects Plandix
to play a more and more important
role in the digital transformation in
which ProRail will switch from ‘drawing
to data’. The more accurate and
complete the design information, the
more effectively the data of the infra
projects can be exchanged. Ordina has
a lot of expertise in Mendix and they
really manage to make that expertise
relevant and to use it, giving them
added value to our organisation as a
business partner.”

Collaboration
Monique de Wit is enthusiastic about
the collaboration with Ordina: “Working
inside or with RIGD-LOXIA means
working with various parties. This
makes close collaboration a high priority
and Ordina recognized that immediately.
We’re both well aware of what phase
we are in and steps that are needed
to take Plandix to the next phase in
its development. Ordina is happy to
brainstorm with us on what we as an
organisation need to do to be prepared
for the future, so we can achieve our
business goals. The chemistry is good
and that makes our collaboration extra
special. We have a shared interest and
we support and complement each other,
and that pays off.”

NN
Insurance

“Ordina provides know-how
for data visualisation”

Data visualisation boosts client
satisfaction and adaptability at life
insurer NN
Looking to the future: that is something NN Insurance
is really good at. The insurance firm helps private
individuals, the self-employed and companies build
a worry-free financial future. And NN is increasingly
internally looking to the future, too. How can they
provide their clients with even better service levels,
work more efficiently and optimise their range of
services? Where are the opportunities, both for NN
and for every team and every employee? To find clear
answers to these questions, NN Insurance Belgium
is making increasing use of data visualisation – with
Ordina’s help.

In 2018, NN Belgium’s Customer
Care team set up the Performance
Management Office (PMO). The goal:
greater insight into the department’s
performance, with the aim of improving
its services. “Customer Care has a
direct line to our clients, the brokers.
Those clients are crucial to the success
of NN Belgium”, says Bart De Man,
PMO manager. “PMO is looking for
ways to offer even better service to
those clients and partners.”

be able to define the right data, then
analyse it and combine it to see the
links and trends. You can do that using
data visualisation, but that is an art in
itself. Our team was pretty familiar with
Power BI, but we didn’t have enough
know-how to develop relevant reports.”
Ordina’s experts do have that knowhow. They have been working with Bart
De Man and his colleagues regularly
since 2019 to build new dashboards
and scorecards.

Data visualisation is an end-toend process

Co-creation and agile approach

It has been a long time since gut
feeling was enough to thoroughly
understand a department or
organisation and to make the right
decisions. You need data for that. Bart
De Man: “NN Belgium has access to
huge amounts of data, but that’s not
enough for real insights. You have to

Data visualisation is an end-to-end
process. It requires technical expertise,
knowledge of data science, but
most of all insight into the business.
This makes each project a perfect
example of co-creation. And it is an
agile process, explains Ordina expert
Joris Klerkx. “We deliberately work in
short sprints of a couple of weeks and

involve both the client and the end users
in the process.”
“That approach is remarkably refreshing
and enlightening for us”, says Bart De
Man. “If we need a new dashboard,
Ordina organises a design workshop
where we and the Customer Care team
map out any wishes and processes.
They always ask very concrete
questions: “What do you need to know
to manage your team efficiently? Who
will be using the solution? How do
they work? What are their greatest
challenges?” On the basis of those
insights, Ordina works out a prototype

that all users can test and check against
reality. This provides them with concrete
feedback very quickly. If we give the
green light, Ordina then develops the
definitive dashboards in the software.”

Crucial strategic value due to
Covid-19-crisis
The PMO team and Ordina initially
developed a number of general
dashboards for Customer Care.
The Covid-19 pandemic made the
collaboration and the work of the PMO
team even more important and urgent.
“Data and dashboards were more
strategically important to our business

than ever”, says Bart De Man. “We used
data from our operational system to
visualise the impact of the crisis on
our workload, sales volumes, premium
income, etc., including simulations for
the future. Those dashboards provide
our management team with valuable
insights.”

Team and individual scorecards
NN Belgium is still using the
management dashboards. In addition
to these, the company is developing a
growing number of different types of
report: from a 3-second dashboard that
users can understand at a glance to

30-second and 300-second graphics,
tables and reports that provide deeper
insights.
And data visualisation is not just a topdown process at NN Belgium. Since
2021, the PMO has also been working
bottom-up. “We have scorecards for
the Customer Service department in
general and for the various teams. We
discuss these scorecards every week in
a stand-up meeting. On top of this, we
are developing individual scorecards
that we plan to roll out soon. Those are
an excellent means of communication
for performance reviews. We want to
use scorecards to discuss the growth
path of every single employee: what
they are doing well, what they want
to do and how can we plan a range

of tasks and a career that benefits
everyone?”

Faster, friendlier, more adaptable
and more motivated
The smart organisation and
visualisation of data gives you an edge.
Bart De Man and his colleagues see
that every day: “The dashboards enable
us to make faster decisions and adjust
our approach when necessary. So not
only do we improve our services, it also
makes NN Belgium more adaptable,
which is crucial in these fast-changing
times. And in the meantime, we’re
also giving our employees new tools
to make their ambitions known and
to shape their careers. That increases
their engagement.”

FOD
Mobiliteit

“Ordina advises and
supports in development
of Mendix applications”

Belgian FOD Mobility accelerates
software development
From self-driving cars and drones to mobility-as-a-service:
the world of mobility domain has never been more dynamic.
What’s more, citizens keep raising the bar in terms of (digital)
services and administrative simplification. The Belgian Federal
Government Agency (Federale Overheidsdienst - FOD) for
Mobility and Transport, which is responsible for the country’s
mobility, has responded innovatively and creatively to this
societal trend. Software development using a low-code
platform? The FOD Mobility and Transport made the switch to
Mendix and is clearly a fan.

Digital transformation is not just
empty words at the FOD Mobility
and Transport. The agency is keen
to be a trendsetter on this front. For
instance, it has been using Azure
cloud and Microsoft Teams for a
number of years. “Recently, we also
took a long, hard look at our software
development”, says ICT Director
Jorgen Colsoul. “We develop most
of our applications internally, with a
100-strong team of IT specialists. In
addition to custom-made software
using Java, the agency has also
developed hundreds of smaller
applications in Lotus Domino. When
it turned out that this application
platform was no longer good enough,
we started looking for a worthy
and future-proof alternative to this
technology.”

Test: how adaptable is low-code?
The FOD Mobility set off in search
of a successor to these Domino
applications, and discovered low-code
software development. “Following
some market research and demos
from 10 suppliers, we had a shortlist
of five platforms”, says Jorgen Colsoul.
“We decided to challenge them
during a workshop. We gave them a
concrete assignment 24 hours before
the workshop, but then changed our
requirements and wishes a number
of times during the workshop to test
the flexibility of the platform. The
adaptability of the app developed

using Mendix was pretty impressive.
The platform also proved to be a very
mature solution that was a good fit
with our needs.”

Technical design and governance
The FOD Mobility and Transport
decided to launch a year-long pilot
project. The introduction of technology
like Mendix involves a lot more than
building applications. They also
used that year to get their entire
environment up to scratch: buying
licences, getting the IT team ready to
work with Mendix, developing best
practices and preparing for integration
with other systems. Governance was
also on the agenda: determine which
applications they wanted – and did
not want - to build using low-code,
prioritise requests, and decide whether
they would take care of development
themselves.

Do we need an implementation
partner?
“Obviously, a low-code platform is
intuitive, but you really do need the
support of a partner who knows the
platform, especially in the start-up
phase”, says Jorgen Colsoul. “Ordina
helped us get started. Building the first
application with the Ordina consultants
helped familiarise our team with
Mendix. What’s more, we were able
to get started quickly thanks to the
application templates that Ordina
developed for us. This meant that all

applications were in line with our house
style and the templates also included
a number of reusable standard
integrations. These included the likes of
a link to our invoicing system or logging
in with eID, the electronic ID card – that
is crucial for government applications.”

Fast development, less
maintenance and infrastructure
In just six months, the team built
a great range of applications that
immediately proved their worth.
A certificate of medical fitness for
seamen or a permit for a train driver?
Until recently, all of these had to be
arranged on paper or via a complex
legacy application. Now they can be
arranged via user-friendly Mendix apps.
“The gain in development time is
abundantly clear: Mendix allows you
to quickly develop custom-made and
user-friendly business applications”,
says Jorgen Colsoul. He also points
to the savings in maintenance and
infrastructure costs. “The Java
environment and the other platforms
we used require a fair amount of
technical maintenance, owing to the
likes of upgrades of the frameworks
used. Each update may require
adjustments to the software and they
had to be tested. With Mendix, we don’t
have to worry about that at all. This
complexity is absorbed by the platform.
That saves us time and money.
Moreover, we run the Mendix apps in a
Kubernetes environment, which saves

us capacity – and therefore costs –
in Azure.
So is Mendix the holy grail of software
development? “Low-code certainly
has a number of major advantages”,
says Jorgen Colsoul with a smile. “But
obviously there are also a number
of stumbling blocks. We thought
we’d be able to keep the architecture
simpler in the pilot phase, but we’d
underestimated the complexity of
the integrations. So we didn’t entirely
succeed on the ‘keep it simple’ front.
Another point of attention for us
is the potential vendor lock-in. We
shouldn’t be too difficult about that:
migrating applications in Mendix to
other platforms is no simple matter.
This makes good governance and
a strategic positioning of low-code
development essential.

Inspiring example
Jorgen Colsoul is happy for the time
being: “Initially, everyone was sceptical
about the low-code approach – me
too. But the results don’t lie: the speed
at which you can develop new apps
is phenomenal. And there’s more:
thanks to the new approach, your IT
team plays a much more proactive role
and the business is really involved. Of
course, that requires engagement from
both parties, but there was no lack of
willingness on that front. So Mendix
is a very valuable addition to our Java
portfolio.”

Advanced Power
Solutions

“Ordina is fast and effective
and that’s exactly what we
need right now”

Advanced Power Solutions opts
for digital acceleration with
switch to SAP S/4 HANA
At Advanced Power Solutions (APS), previously
known as Panasonic Energy Europe and then part
of the Japanese Panasonic group, they are on the
brink of a new adventure. The company is one of
Europe’s biggest suppliers of consumer batteries.
In the summer of 2021, ASP was acquired
by investment firm Aurelius and will continue
as an independent company. To improve the
efficiency of the new organisation and to optimise
and accelerate its business processes, APS is
investigating switching to a new ERP system and
Ordina is taking care of the implementation.

As Business Applications manager at
APS, Tommy Leirens is responsible for
the ins and outs of the ERP project.
“As Advanced Power Solutions,
we are now standing on our own
two feet and in fact we’re making a
completely fresh start. And everyone
finds that exciting, but at the same
time it’s a great challenge”, he says
enthusiastically. “In addition to our
head office near Brussels, we have two
production facilities - one in the Belgian
town of Tessenderlo and the other in
Gniezo in Poland – with a combined
production volume of more than 1,800
million units in 2020. In addition to our
Panasonic and eneloop brand names,
we also sell batteries under a number
of private labels.”

Switch to SAP S/4 HANA
Following the takeover, it was clear
that the company had to do something
about its existing ERP system, and
quickly. Leirens: “Our ERP package
is the major challenge right now.

We’re currently using the old SAP R3,
but we know that SAP will no longer
continue to support this system in the
future and that there’s a new system,
SAP S/4 HANA. When we were still
operating under the Panasonic banner,
we already had plans to move in that
direction, but that process gained a lot
of momentum once we were acquired.
The initial plan was to continue using
the old SAP system temporarily and
disconnect it from Panasonic, but
in the end we decided to make the
switch to the new SAP S/4 HANA. In
practical terms, the first step will be
to migrate the administration at our
three locations to SAP 4 /HANA. In
the second phase, we’re planning to
roll out SAP S/4 HANA for production
and switch to a single operational
SAP system. This is because you
can’t simply steamroll SAP into the
production facilities. Lots of processes
are run on other systems that you can’t
just replace with SAP.”

Tight deadline
APS ultimately opted for a SAP S/4
HANA Greenfield implementation for a
number of reasons, Leirens says. “The
SAP environment we’re currently still
using dates back to early 2000. That
environment is completely modelled
according to a Panasonic blueprint. It’s a
multiclient environment we share with a
number of other Panasonic firms, while
those firms have no shared activities. A
lot of things had already been determined

by other Panasonic firms that had been
linked up to this system before us, so
all we could was fall in line. On top of
that, there’s a lot of customised systems
operating alongside the SAP system.
These are all good reasons for choosing
the latest SAP version. Now we can carve
out our own path. This is something we’ve
always dreamed of, but we do have a
very tight deadline, because we need to
complete the switch by the end of March
2023.”

No-nonsense style
APS picked Ordina to make that switch as
smooth as possible. And of course APS
already works with Ordina, Leirens notes.
“We’ve managed a SAP APO (Advanced
Planner and Optimizer) BI system in house
for years. That runs on our own servers
and Ordina takes care of the basic SAP
activities. When we decided to go for SAP
S/4 HANA, we contacted a number of
suppliers, including Ordina. The talks we
had with Dominique Moons from Ordina

went really well and the service Ordina
provided was outstanding. We then asked
two parties to present their plans and
in the end we chose Ordina. This was
mainly down to their directness, their nononsense style. We are a company that
will now have to respond to the market
a lot more, as our name itself will no
longer open as many doors. So we need a
supplier that is agile and that can actively
brainstorm with us.”

SAP blueprint
Once APC had decided to switch to SAP
S/4 HANA and had set a deadline of March
2023, it made sense to get a move on. In
early October 2021, APS asked Ordina to
conduct a deep-dive AS analysis of the
current situation at the three locations. In
November, APS and a number of Ordina
consultants visited the locations for a
thorough inspection. They then presented
these findings to the Aurelius board, after
which they gave the green light for a SAP
blueprint. Ordina also helped APS to get the
required SAP licences and the company
bought licences for IBP (Integrated

Business Planning, the successor to the
old SAP APO system). Leirens: “Right now,
we’re working on the SAP blueprint. And
we have a clear direction. We’re going for a
standard SAP implementation and we will
not deviate from that path. On top of this,
we’ll be putting together a change board.
Ordina will build and manage the new SAP
environment.”

Collaboration between APS and
Ordina
Leirens is really enthusiastic about the
collaboration with Ordina. “I’m feeling
really positive. Ordina is fast and effective

and that’s exactly what we need right
now. Not once have I had to call Ordina
to ask why I’m waiting for something. In
this phase, in which we are rediscovering
ourselves, Ordina is the right partner to
guide us and support us in this voyage of
discovery. We are at the start of a complete
transformation, and as far as IT and ERP
systems go we could really use Ordina’s
help.”

